
Potassium 1.3-0-10+6.5SO3 PCl
Potassium and sulfur for top-quality crop culture
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Guaranteed analysis

Oxide
N Total Nitrogen 1%

Nitrate nitrogen (N-NO3) 1.3%
P2O5 Phosphorus Pentoxide 0%
K2O Potassium Oxide 10%

Water Soluble (K2O) 10.0%
SO3 Sulphur trioxide 6.5%

Water soluble (SO3) 6.5%

Description

Nutri Liquid Potassium 1.3-0-10+6.5SO3 PCl is a low in
chloride liquid fertilizer nourishes your crops with 10%
potassium, as well as 1.3% nitrogen and 6.5% sulfur trioxide.
With no added phosphorus, this formula is well suited to
soils with an already high content of it. Potassium does
wonders for root growth and helps make your plants
resistant to drought. The high sulfur content, on the other
hand, is vital for plant metabolism and forming plant
proteins, amino acids, vitamins, and enzymes.

Benefits

Generous potassium and sulfur content

Improves root growth and drought resistance, while
reducing water loss and wilting

Accurate, safe, and homogeneous dosing – no need to
dissolve first

Low in chloride



How to use

These formulations are designed for use in fertigation, particularly drip irrigation, and you can use
them on all crops at any stage of their growth cycle.

1

Determine the dosage according to the specific characteristics of each crop and the conditions they
are grown in, for example the type of soil or substrate, the quality of irrigation water, and the
phenological stage of the crop or cultivar.

2

For more information or recommendations, contact your nearest ICL distributor or representative for
your area.

3

Application rates

Trail first on a small scale before changing the rate, or any other variables, As circumstances can differ and
the application of our products is beyond our control, ICL cannot be held responsible for any adverse results.

Attention

Trial first on a small scale before changing the rate, application, or any other variables. As circumstances can
differ and as the application of our products is beyond our control, ICL cannot be held responsible for any
adverse results. Contact your ICL advisor for more detailed advice.
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